STACEY ASHLEY
Stacey is an award winning coach, Amazon best
selling author, compelling speaker and LinkedIn Top
Voice for 2018.
Her passion is helping leaders step up, to grow and
develop and in doing that to help those around
them do the same. She is a believer that everyone
must take responsibility for their own happiness
and performance because that’s the way to realise
them.
She is a heart centred leader who enjoys working
with aspirational leaders who seek the potential
within, so they can inspire, influence and have an
impact.
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SPEAKING
Are you looking for an international, thought leading and inspiring
corporate speaker?
Stacey Ashley is a speaker and corporate story teller who will raise your
awareness, equip you with practical new skills & inspire you to take action.
Stacey is the author of the Amazon Best Selling book, ‘The New Leader’.
She is also a contributing author to the thought provoking book about the
misunderstood millennials, ‘Understanding Y’.
She has been featured in national and international publications such as
the Sydney Morning Herald, The Age, Australian Business Solutions
Magazine, Management Today, Leaders in Heels, Women’s Agenda, HRD,
Business Director and CEO Magazines, InTheBlack Magazine, ICF Coaching
World and Global Coaching Magazine.
Stacey is a regular speaker on a range of topics including Inspiring a
Workplace Coaching Culture, Wiser Decision Making and Happiness at
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COACHING
Stacey works with leaders who aspire to make a difference in the world. Those
leaders who are leading significant transformation or change initiatives in their
teams, business units and organisations. People who know they are capable of
even more.
When you work with Stacey you will develop your leadership competence,
confidence and credibility. You will become a leader who can inspire, influence and
have an impact in your current role and beyond.
If you ask Stacey’s clients, they’ll describe her as calm, visionary, challenging,
warm, generous, and with integrity.

Stacey and her team work with organisations in both the private and public
sectors. Clients include:
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TRAINING
Stacey works with organisations to close the leadership gap.
She believes that every individual in a management and leadership role
should be supported through ongoing development that equips them with
the skills they need to be a leader, now and into the future.
Leaders need help to develop the skills that will take them to their next
level. Being a subject matter expert, high performing team member, or
doing what you’ve always done is simply not enough.
Stacey helps emerging, middle and executive leaders to develop a broader
skill set to support their leadership success.
Its simply good business to equip your leaders with the skills they need to
thrive, develop and deliver.
Stacey is the creator of The Coaching Leader™, First Lead Yourself™ and
The New Leader™ programs.
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TESTIMONIALS
SPEAKING
Madan Jangra, Chairman ICAI
Stacey was a speaker at our 5th International
Conference at Australian Chapter of ICAI.
She was very professional and knowledgeable. She
connected with audience straight away. She
demonstrated that Leadership is not something to be
scared of. Audience felt they had real takeaways from
her session. She created fun and interactive
environment and positives vibes for everyone.
Thank you Stacey for wonderful session.
Paul Clapon-Caputo, Leadership Development,
Learning Technologies, Dept of Education & Child
Development, SA

Stacey has an extensive and comprehensive handle on
the complexity of coaching for agile improvement. Her
sharp and responsive sessions take participants quickly
and with humorous twists into real world applications
of powerful techniques. If you want authentic, practical
and expert then Stacey is the lead you want to work
with.
Ashleigh Simpson-Wade, Solicitor, Results Legal
Stacey is a captivating speaker, her approach to having
her audience discuss and consider practically applying
the concepts discussed in her session is empowering.
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Darren Camilleri, Operations Director
Stacey has a great skill in asking engaging questions that makes
you critically think which contributes to 'building your own bridge'
crossing from where you are to where you want to be. Stacey
provides the artful balance of challenge and support that once you
have made your own decision, you know it is the right decision.

Evelyn Foong, Audit Director Zurich Insurance

As I make my journey into executive management, Stacey has
been instrumental in helping me realise my own skill set (which
we often don’t take the time to do) and navigate through the
unknown towards my own goals. I highly recommend Stacey to
anyone for executive coaching and team development. Thank you
Stacey for your advice and support and look forward to continuing
working together!

I was very fortunate to experience Stacey's deep passion
and expertise for wellness during the workshop she
facilitated on 'The Business Case for Happiness at Work'.
Stacey exudes generosity, expertise and professionalism
in all that she does.

Elizabeth Eastland, Director of Entrepreneurship, University of
NSW
Stacey Ashley worked closely with my team at CSIRO during a
period of innovation and transition. She was acutely perceptive of
the stresses on the team and particularly useful to me during this
period of time. Stacey has strong theoretical foundations but is
pragmatic and sensitive in her approach. I highly recommend
Stacey and would work with her again without hesitation.
Andrew Biro, Senior Change Manager, Westpac
A brilliant and powerful coach - one 15 min session with Stacey
was more valuable than months of my own research and thinking.

“Stacey has a gift in asking great questions. Love the
workplace coaching webinar session on ‘killer questions’.
Cassandra Goodman, Global Director
Experience, Engagement & Wellbeing BUPA

Employee

Fiona Loughlan, Chief Operations Officer at Queensland
Education Leadership Institute (QELi)

Stacey is one of those rare and exceptional people who
consistently delivers meaningful results, be it inspiring
others through key note presentations, challenging
through executive coaching, or building expertise in
others through her acclaimed programs. Stacey's warm
and engaging manner enable her to share her
encyclopedic knowledge and breadth of experience in a
way that seamlessly connects with others - helping to
bring out the best in individuals and teams.
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Contact Stacey
info@ashleycoaching.com.au
+ 61 2 8006 1733
www.ashleycoaching.com.au
m.me/ashleycoaching
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